5/12/23 ITANA Call Notes

Topic: New2EA: Reflections and Lessons Learned from the First Cohort

Agenda:
1. Roll Call (East to West) Name and Institution
2. Call for a Scribe – Stacy Divine
3. Main Topic – New2EA Reflection Presentation
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1NOcYYtELj71EMpg7ErAWXMI19m3Ms48koyF5iU5xblk4JdR?usp=sharing
   - Presenters:
     Kelsey Lunsmann, Marlon Raghnunan, Carrie Bilko, Stephanie Warner, Loring Hummel, Ashish Pandit,
     Recorded case study presented by Alan Cecchini and Daniel Poole from Newcastle University with interview by Naresh Seegobin
   - Networking was a primary driver for those that joined the cohort (cohort was 15 people)
   - Leadership is a key skill, specifically emotional intelligence, and the ability to “lead from the side”
   - Understanding EA Archetypes: Ad-Hoc, Operational Excellence, Digital Transformation
   - Each practice is unique and relative to the organization
   - Participant Feedback:
     - wish the case studies had been recorded for later review because they were so well delivered.
     - homework really helped to bring it all together
     - the triad model was successful and presented opportunity to make lasting connections with other participants. (note: triads were changed up between most of the sessions).

If you are interested – the call is open for the 2023-2024 cohort!

4. Itana Org Updates
   - Survey will be coming out to reflect on the past year

5. Close

Working Groups: - No Updates Given
1. New2EA Planning
2. API Working Group
3. Business Architecture Working Group
4. Steering Committee Update